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The present seminar report represents a continuation of the work reported 
in ((7)) • Consequently a n~®ber of mistakes will be patched up, all of 
which were due to ((7, Lemma 3.3)) , in which we, as pointed out by L. In-
gelstam, forgot about the quaternions. TermQnology and notation will be as 
in ((7)) and will not be repeated here. Just recall that a JC-alge£r~ 
(resp. .nv-a~£ra) is a uniformly (resp. weakly) closed Jordan algebra of 
self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space. A JV~factor (or Jordan factor) 
is a ~W-algebra whose center relative to ordinary operator multiplication 
is the real scalars. Such a Jordan algebra is of type I if it has minimal 
projections, and more specifically, of type I if there are n orthogpnal 
______ n 
~~nimal projections in it ~~th sum the identity. 
Jordan, von Neumann, and 'V'Jigner ( (2)) have classified all (Habstrq.ctly 
definedv~) finite dimensional irreducible Jordan algebras over the reals. In 
the present note we shall classify all irreducible JW-algebras and all 
1 
JW-
factors of t.ype I • The results are then quite analogous to that in ((2)) ~ 
except we do not get hold of the Jordan algebra v'VL ~ of that paper, hence 
we obtain as a corollary a well known result of Albert ((1)) that 
has no representation as a .nv-algebra. The results can be summarized as 
follows: every irreducible JW-algebra is of type I ; those of type 
n ~ 3 , are roughly all self-adjoint operators on Hilbert spaces over 
I ' n 
either iV 
.rr" , or , where these letters denote the reals, co~ 
plexes or the quaternions respectively. The JW-factors of tJ~e I 2 are 
quite different; they are the spin factors (see ((9)) ), and except when 
the dimensions are small, are exactly those JV~factors which are not revers~ 
ible (i.e. which are not the self-adjoint parts of real operator algebras). 
This note is void of proofs, only rough indications will be given. 
Recall from ((7, Lemma 2.2)) that if is a JC-algebra and 
denotes the set of A in CJl such that BAC + C"ZAfl- t 0-(.__, for all 
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B~C in CA (()0 (.'1!._, (Of) = the uniformly closed real algebra generated 
by CYL, then is a Jordan ideal in ()(__ , and is a reversible 
JC-algebra. We defined ()[_ to be to..i_ally non rever~~Lbl~ if j is 
zero. We recall ((?, Theorem 2.4)) • 
T h e o r e m 1 • Let <..!l be a J\v-algebra. Then there exist three 
central projections E , F , and G in Gt with E + F + G = I such 
that 
i) ECJl is the self-adjoint part of a von Neumann algebra, 
ii) F OL is reversible and iR(FCJl)n i cK (FOl) = \ 0} 
' 
iii) GOt is totally non reversible. 
C o r o l l a r y 2 • A JW-factor is either reversible or totally 
non reversible. 
These results divide the study of JVv-algebras into three groups, one 
of which is at once taken care of by the theory of von Neumann algebras. If 
Ql. is a JVv-algebra we say two projections E and F in {)t are ~~­
valent if there exists a self-adjoint unitary operator S in (}~ such 
that SES = F • If there are at least three orthogonal equivalent non zero 
projections in elL then there is a great deal of freedom with respect to 
multiplication in ()'·L • As a result of this we obtain the key to the 
whole theory. 
Lemma 3. Let 0{.. be a JlrJ-algebra such that there exists a 
family 
ex with 
C27 o-e 
i) 
,. I 
1 EC! 3a-EJ 
2_ Eel 
o-EJ 
= EcrelEp • 
I 
of orthogonal, non zero~ equivalent projections in 
I , and card J:;?J. For CJ, e E J let 
Then the following relations hold: 
/ 
0 if 
' o-f p 
for all cp if CT = F f: z = ? 
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ii) ..J ~crp = G'o-fl ~/po- (;;(jf if CT f. f 
I 
If o- t ,0 let (;~or be the uniformly closed real linear space iii) 
generated by Then Ol \T is a real self-adjoint 
algebra with identity E cr-, 01 cr- is independent of and 
01r:ssA = 
iv) if 
if 
v) ()[ is rever5ible. 
As a first consequence of this we have 
Lemma 4o A totally non reversible JW-algebra is of type I~ • 
We have thus reduced our problem to either reversible JW-algeb~as or 
those of type I 2 • In order to classify the latter we follow Topping ((9)) 
and define a £Pin syste~ to be a set ~ of self-adjoint unitaries t !I 
such that ST + TS = 0 for S,T in !}J and S op T • If is a 
1"--(/ 
spin system let _r..... denote the weak closure of the real linear space 
spanned by 
with ""'/ LJ'-..,
If a J1:J-factor can be -written in the form R. I (£> tj< 
as above, it is said to be a ~in factor. 
T h e o r e m 5 o Let ()(. be a JW-factor o Then the following are 
equivalent: 
i) (;'"'( is of type I 2 , 
ii) ()1__ is a spin factor. 
If dim 01 as a vector space over R is greater than 6 then the 
above conditions are equivalent to 
iii) (_,Y{_ is totally non reversible. 
It is clear from the above that from some points of view the interesting 
JVJ-algebras are the reversible ones 01._ such that cK (Ol) n i 6< ( oz) = ~ o ~ , 
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In order to prove that every irreducible ~4-algebra is of tJ~e I the fol-
lowing lemma is essential. 
Lemma 6. Let d< be a uniformly closed real self-adjoint 
operator algebra with identity acting on a Hilbert space. If 0\. n i 0( = ~ 0 ~ 
then for all A,B E 6<. , /1 A + i B Jl ~ max ( II A 11 , H B /1 } Moreover:~ 
is a ex -algebra. 
From this and the Kaplansky density theoreJn iofe have 
L e m m a 7 • If 
mann algebra generated by 
01. is a reversible JlrJ-algebra then the von Neu-
()1_ equals ozcou- +-i 0\ (()[)- . 
It is now a easy matter to prove 
T h e o r e m 8 • Every irreducible Jl'\f-algebra is of type I • 
From now on we consider JlrJ-factors of type I with n ;r 3 and make 
n 
use of Lemma 3 applied to orthogonal nunimal projections. Such projections 
are all equivalent ((9)) • The first main result towards the complete 
characterization of such JlrJ-factors is the following modification of a 
result of Kaplansky ((5)) • 
L e m m a 9 • Let 0{~ be a real self-adjoint algebra of operators 
on a Hilbert space such that every self-adjoint operator in {R._. is a 
scalar multiple of the identity I • Then j;! is characterized as follows: 
i) Cf< = (r< I 
ii) rX = ([ I 
iii) y There exists a minimal projection P in the conmTiltant 
~dth central carrier I such that = 
iv) There exist two non zero projections P o,rJ Q vrith 
such that 0~ = { A P + ~ Q : A E ([. 1 
In the nota·tion of Lemma 3 we then obtain 
of 
P + Q = I 
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L e m m a 10 • Let be a JW-factor of type I , n _:;;;, 3 , and 
n 
with orthogonal minimal projections 
all spatially 2somorphic, and each 
1 Ecr i a-' E J • Then the (){<J. are 
0{ cr is one of the following algebras: 
i) (){a- = JK Ecr-
cc.'~ E~-r ii) 01Cf = lJ 
iii) There eXists a projection P1 6 01...' with central carrier I such 
that if ' is replaced by P ~ then 
i v) There exist tv,ro non zero orthogonal projections P r:::r and Q ct' vyi th 
sum E cr such that + .A Qcr : 
It turns out that in case iv) L Po- and L Q tS" belong to the 
center of OL1 Hence if r'l:-f is irreducible case iv) cannot occur, J • , UL 
and we have 
T h e o r em 11 • Let (}( be an irreducible JW-algebra of type 
I , n ~ 3 • Let 
n 
'-: < i E o.~crE J be an orthogonal family of non zero 
abelian projections in 01 with L E = I 
<JfJ <r 
for Then every operator in e'a-(' 
a partial isometry of onto 
r:·--' 
in 'C:/<:J( then one of three cases occur: 
..-....,' 
c.:;; •:rt> i) = 'TR 1iJ o-! for all o-
ii) G: q-t 
iii) c.;;; "": F 
= <C 1/l for all o-err 
0 1!\f a-F for all <J 
!r 
1 r 
1 \ 
is a scalar multipl~ of 
is a partial iso~etry 
and dim Eo- = 1 
and dim Ecr 1 
and dim Ecr = 2 
We want to investigate case iv) of LeiTma 10 further. We do this by 
classifying all JlrJ-factors of' type This requires more 
analysis than the preceding. It is necessary to consider cyclic projections. 
This is done by classifying them in ter1ns of abelian projections. 
L e m m a 12 • Let ~ be a JW-factor acting on a Hilbert space 
of_ • Let E be a projection in (}[ and x a unit vector in E • 
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Assume [COl)x J = I , where ((77_) denotes the X. C -algebra generated by 
OL . Then E is abelian. if and only if E ~ [x] + I- [OZx] 
Horeover, if CJ1.. is reversible then the above in e.l'fality is equality. 
It is well known that a von Neumann algebra, which is a factor of type 
I , has a faithful representation as all bounded operators on a Hilbert 
space. An analogous result holds for JVJ--algebras. 
Lemma 13 • Let be a JV~factor of type I , n ~ 3 • Then 
n 
there exists a representation of ccn) which, when restricted to .<)( ' is 
a faithLul normal representation as an irreducible ~w-algebra of type 
The proof consists of finding an irreducible representation 
I 
n 
( ov due to a pure state extension of a pure vector state of vt and 
show r is injective on 01 , which is easy, and then show ~ is 
weakly continuous on the unit ball of 07_ For this we make use of Lemina 
12 together with a result of Kadison ((3)) • It is now an easy application 
of ((6)) ' in which all c* -homomorphisms of x C -algebras where shown to 
be sums of homomorphisms and anti-homomorphisms, to classify all JW-factors 
of type In , n ~ 3 • 
T h e o r e m 14 • Let (j(__ 
acting on a Hilbert space d(. 
be a Jlrv-factor of t;ype I ,n#3, 
n (' z Let it E a-~ v<S J be an orthogonal 
family of non zero abelian (i.e. minimal) projections in ()[ with 
I • For 
be a partial isometry in c;:cy-~ 
occurs: 
i) ~-.._/ ·1K_ lr' = vv a-( for 
..::...--::J(JF 
ii) CS-crf = c w err for 
iii) There exists a projection 
=E 07Er-:> () \ Let 
Then one of the follovnng four cases 
all u ~ (J 
all e:,- ~F 
' v en: p ~ vdth central carrier I such 
that if O'L is replaced by P9 CJZ then 
for all 
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iv) There exist two non zero projections Per and Qo- -with 
P &-· + Q cr ::::: E Cl such that <b'a-f = t (~Per+ ,A %-)wo-1 : ~ f: ([}. 
1n this case there eXist a Hilbert space ~ , a normal x -iso-
:rilor'phi sm 1J 1 
into l8 (;}(_) 
, and a normal x -anti--isomorphism of 03 ('1() 
such that f 1 (I) r 2(I) = 0 , 
the image of the ex -isomorphism ~ 1 + 0f.1 2 
and such that v( is 
of S C:J<)sA into 
We complete this note by a discussi~n of the global case. If E is a 
projection in a JW-algebra CJ1 its central carrier is the smallest c~n­
tral projection in 01_ greater than or equal to E • 01._ is of type 
I if and only if there exists an abelian projection E in (j[ -with 
central carrier I ( E is abelian means E ()!E is an abelian JW-
algebra). We have shown (Lemma 4) that every totally non reversible ~-
algebra is of type I • From the developed techniques we can show an 
analogu::; for JC -algebras of Kadison' s result ( (4)) , that every irreduc-
ible x C -algebra is algebraically irreducible. Using this and techniques 
on CCH -algebras as develnped by Kaplansky and Dixmier we can show the 
follo-wing relationship between the types of JW -algebras and their envelop-
ing von Neumann algebras. 
T h e or em 15 • Let ()[ be a ~w -algebra. If the double com-
t'T?,l ." mutant \..--'L is a von Neumann algebra of type I then ()1_. is of type 
I • Conversely, if CJl is reversible and of type I then A; If VG is of 
type I • 
( ( 1)) 
((2)) 
( (3)) 
((4)) 
((5)) 
((6)) 
((7)) 
((8)) 
((9)) 
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